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.Q: http request gets timeout at some servers I'm doing a http request (with python) to a server. First, I tried with my local computer and it
worked with no problem, but at some servers the response from server has a timeout error (even though I have that server on my whitelist).

I use the following code: def process_item(self, inst,parsed=parse_opt(self.base_url.search(item) if parsed is not None else None)) :
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too deep in my involvement in "figurative sculpture"
and stumbled upon an incredible bag of torture. I think

this rather picturesque collection of torture devices
could probably evoke a certain amount of compassion
or at least a certain amount of madness. The fish trap,
the boot block, the necktie used to hang the victim by
the neck, the adhesive shoe-board and the saucer are
all from the same period of time (1830-1850) and from
the same place. This is in the Visby district of Sweden,
a little port on the north-west tip of the country. It was
here that a man called Gustaf de Laval began one of

the most sinister projects of the century. Gustaf
believed the only way to introduce order to the chaotic

world was through force. Gustaf, born in 1828 and
called Gustav, was the son of the local governor, Axel
von Laval. Gustaf grew up hearing about the work of

de Laval from his father. He married de Laval’s
daughter, the beautiful and ambitious Inga von Laval,
two years after de Laval’s death. In 1867 the couple

took over the administration of the town. They kept a
close eye on all their employees. Gustav removed
himself as the only male, leaving his wife the only

woman in the town. He transformed the town into a
repressive police state, where dissent was a capital

crime and was punished with castration. That de Laval
was a torturer is not obvious from the crude

instruments he invented, but from a statement he
made in 1872, just a year before being killed by his

own hand. He wrote that his goal was "to correct
society without needing to apply physical correction to
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anyone". Sigfred the Butcher The system worked like
this. The accused would be taken into custody,

interrogated and interrogated some more and then
"confessed" to whatever crime they were supposed to
have committed. The process was then presented to a

jury of
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with full recovery potential among the. a comparison
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